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CHRISTMAS ON THE BORDER 
  
 
Barbed-wire wreaths twist into 
crushed sandstone. 
Pre-fab pink tacos 
poked at by sharp forks 
turn to dust on plastic plates. 
Patrol pistols fire into soft mangers 
which ascend into heaven. 
Florescent coffee on Spanish napkins 
stained by mesquite thorns 
burns in a bajada 
extinguished by pages of coyote music. 
  
 



 
JUKEBOX MAN  
  
 
Seeberg jukebox 
verticle records stacked 
fragile as fine china 
shoe polish black with 
lollipop red Columbia label. 
The heavy arm drops the needle on turntable  
spinning 78 rpm   
crackles 
Billie Holiday smooth tormented voice 
emerges 
from vinyl grooves-   
somewhere in a South Side tavern 
patrons laugh loudly  
sipping Old Granddad whisky 
in Chesterfield haze- 
the bartender nods to the man with the brown fedora and 
green metal tool box 
removing dimes and nickels from the jukebox 
replacing records from a cardboard box 
who leaves quietly and 
goes back to his 1951 maroon Mercury 
drives to another tavern. 
  
 



  
MINGUS FIGHT SONG (or The Epitaph of a jive ass saint) 
  
 
Fury of sounds 
a chorus of effortless tone and occasional shriek- 
the clown is laughing 
and angry 
and hurt 
in his soul, 
fighting with phantom spirits 
lashing melody between tender percussion, 
the deep bass resonance punctures the tenor saxophones and ride cymbal 
phasing notes on 
piano and throaty trombone  
for children to hear 
total freedom, 
a blurring of corner angles into one sound 
non troppo, 
a sudden burst fills the void  
in three colors 
one is orange 
a fable 
calling a cello 
or trumpet gently as a bird settling upon a fisherman’s string 
pulled closer to death  
through a chill of a hurricane. 
  
Don’t be afraid 
we’re all afraid too 
Except the clown. 
  
  



 
  
DREAMS BEYOND THE 100TH  MERIDIAN 
  
radiant silence of clearlight  
a mosaic of slow circle stars that iridescent  winds  
push with sagebrush teeth 
only a pawnee ghost dance takes flight into crystal coyote music  
anazazi railroad points toward an empty arroyo   
on burnt foothills of the Colorado plateau 
  
volcanic turkey vultures  
discover a fossilswamp of coldgranite roots   
reddust reddust reddust red dust red      dust red  
rocks breathe bright pinyon pine  
wrapped the barbwire dry river bed red dust red 
emeralds hang from 
ancient  
redwoods 
the spruce cones  
burn radiant silence of clearlight 


